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Abstract
According to data-driven Requirements Engineering (RE), explicit and implicit user feedback can be considered a relevant 
source of requirements, thus supporting requirements elicitation. However, limited attention has been paid so far to the role 
of online feedback in RE tasks, such as requirements validation, and on how to specify what online feedback to collect and 
analyse. We performed an action research study, together with a company that developed a platform for online training. This 
paper presents the design and execution of the study, and a discussion of its results. This study provides evidence about the 
need of practitioners to follow a simple but systematic approach for specifying requirements for data collection and analysis, 
at design time. Another outcome of this study is a method to tackle this task that leverages goal-oriented requirements model-
ling combined with Goal-Question-Metric. The applicability of the method has been explored on two industrial evaluations, 
while the perceived effectiveness, efficiency and acceptance have been assessed with practitioners through a dedicated survey.

Keywords Data-driven requirements engineering · User feedback · Goal-question-metric · Goal-oriented requirements 
analysis

1 Introduction

Data-Driven Requirements Engineering (DDRE) provides 
methods and techniques at support of software developers 
and analysts willing to exploit user feedback for eliciting, 
prioritising, and managing requirements for their software 
products [1]. RE research has devoted huge attention to auto-
mating DDRE, but several challenges remain to be addressed 

in order to better integrate DDRE into a continuous software 
development process, as discussed, for instance, in [2–4]. 
The opportunity to further research on how to leverage user 
feedback not only at requirements elicitation, but also at 
other stages of the software requirements life-cycle is high-
lighted in [4, 5] along with the need to enact traceability of 
feedback to software design artefacts.

In our research, we focus on online user feedback that is 
generated upon usage of a software application or service. It 
includes implicit user feedback, that is data generated dur-
ing a usage session and collected via dedicated monitoring 
mechanisms, and explicit user feedback, e.g. user reviews, 
which is collected on dedicated channels or social media [6]. 
More specifically we investigate how requirements for col-
lection and analysis of online user feedback are identified 
and what method could support developers in performing 
this task. This is particularly important for online implicit 
user feedback to avoid the risk that developers and analysts 
struggle to interpret collected data, or even worse miss 
opportunities of collecting the right ones that would help 
validating if the system they built meets stakeholders’ goals.

Our research objective is twofold. Firstly, we aim at 
understanding what usage data should be collected and ana-
lysed for the purpose of system requirements validation and 
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evolution in a DDRE approach; we also analyse if developers 
need a method for the systematic identification of require-
ments for such user feedback collection. Secondly, we aim 
at defining a method for specifying requirements for data 
collection and analysis (that we call requirements for user 
feedback management, or UF requirements in short), in a 
systematic way. Moreover, we aim at assessing the applica-
bility of the proposed method.

Motivations for this work derive from an industrial pro-
ject in which a platform for online training was adapted as a 
citizen information service during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Towards achieving our research objectives, we adopted an 
action research approach organised in four cycles [7, 8]. 
We first analyse examples taken from this software appli-
cation for COVID-19 management and discuss with mem-
bers of the project team about state of practice on exploit-
ing online user feedback. Then, we take inspiration from 
goal-oriented approaches for Business Intelligence, e.g.  [9, 
10], and investigate whether concepts from Goal-Question-
Metric (GQM) [11] can be exploited to define a systematic 
approach at support of developers in understanding why and 
what online user feedback to collect and analyse. In order to 
evaluate the applicability of the proposed method, we use it 
in two company’s projects. Efficiency and acceptance of the 
method, as perceived by practitioners, is assessed with the 
help of a Quality-in-use evaluation model [12].

Main results can be summarised as follows: from the 
interaction with practitioners, we understood that in order 
to leverage user feedback to assess the success of specific 
features of a software application we should go beyond 
selecting mechanisms provided by app deployment platform, 
such as number of app downloads. A systematic approach is 
needed to guide practitioners at design-time to identify what 
feedback to collect and how to analyse it in order to assess 
the satisfaction of a specific stakeholder’s goal; the proposed 
GO+GQM method can provide such guidance to practition-
ers. Its applicability has been assessed on two industrial pro-
jects, and a preliminary evaluation of its Quality-in-Use has 
been obtained by a survey.

A preview of this work was first presented at the 27th 
International Working Conference on Requirement Engi-
neering: Foundation for Software Quality (REFSQ’21) [13]. 
This journal paper extends the conference paper along the 
following aspects:

– The problem we focus on, which we characterise with 
more details;

– The proposed method, called GO+GQM, for which a 
more consolidated version is presented;

– The overall design of the 4-cycle action research study;
– The results of those cycles in our study include a more 

structured evaluation of the applicability, perceived effi-
ciency and acceptance of the GO+GQM method. The 

conference paper was focusing on the experience of the 
first two cycles of the study.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We recall back-
ground concepts and discuss related work in Sect. 2. The 
GO+GQM method is presented in Sect. 3. We describe the 
action research study’s objectives and the research design in 
Sect. 4. Execution of the activities planned for each cycle of 
the action research and their main findings are discussed in 
Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, a discussion of lessons learnt and limita-
tions of the study are presented. Then, Sect. 7 concludes the 
paper highlighting ongoing and future steps in our research.

2  Background and related work

2.1  Background

Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) is a top-down method for 
deriving and selecting a set of metrics to assess the achieve-
ment of high-level goals [11]. A high-level goal is decom-
posed into sub-goals. Questions referring to what could help 
stating that those goals are achieved are then identified. Met-
rics are derived, which individually or in an aggregated form 
can help answering each question. GQM has been intro-
duced first in software engineering but it has been widely 
applied in different contexts, including business strategies 
assessment [14]. Our research applies GQM to project stake-
holders’ goals to evaluate if a software application that was 
envisioned as a means to achieve strategic goals meets the 
purpose, as well as to functional and quality goals that rep-
resent users’ requirements for a software application, with 
the aim of defining, in a top-down breakdown, what data 
to collect and how to analyse them in order to get evidence 
about user’s requirements satisfaction.

A second relevant ingredient of the approach is the Tro-
pos [15] goal-oriented methodology, that allows to represent 
actors, their goals and tasks, and their social dependencies. 
This method for specifying requirements for data collection 
and analysis takes inspiration from goal-oriented approaches 
for Business Intelligence, e.g. [9, 10]. These works propose 
using the strategic representation and reasoning typical in 
goal-oriented modelling, connected with indicators that 
allow to measure the satisfaction of business and strategic 
goals.

2.2  Related work

Online, explicit user feedback is largely applied in software 
personalisation, e.g. [16, 17] and in recommendation sys-
tems [18], as a way to improve the user satisfaction.

By contrast, business process analysis and process min-
ing collect implicit user feedback by extracting knowledge 
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about processes from transaction logs, aiming at detecting or 
preventing misbehaviour and monitoring process quality. In 
process mining, three main data analysis perspectives have 
been proposed, namely the process perspective, the organi-
sation perspective and the case perspective [19]. Several 
examples of the application of process mining in medical 
and healthcare environments can be found in literature; for 
instance, [20] presents a methodology for the application of 
process mining techniques that leads to the identification of 
regular behaviour, process variants, and exceptional medi-
cal cases, while in [21] the process mining and predictive 
monitoring is used for the analysis related to health problems 
diagnoses and therapies. In [22], a literature-based meta-
model is presented, which captures the most relevant knowl-
edge elements that have been considered so far, including 
the notion of an actor’s goal.

By contrast, in our work we consider the user’s goals 
perspective as part of the software system requirements 
specification.

In RE, online user feedback, as defined in [1, 6], is con-
sidered as an important source for requirements elicitation 
and evolution. A huge amount of research on the analysis 
of explicit user feedback, such as App reviews1, for soft-
ware engineering purposes has been developed in the last 
fifteen years. Research progress and open problems are dis-
cussed in literature reviews, e.g. [23]. Dabrowski et al. [24] 
extend   [23]: more than 180 research papers published 
between 2012 and 2020 were analysed. Among the purposes 
of this systematic literature review is that of identifying 
which software engineering activities are mostly supported 
by app reviews analysis. Fourteen tasks are considered, 
which correspond to requirements engineering, design, 
testing, and maintenance goals. Results indicate that 34% 
of the considered primary studies (i.e. 62 studies) analyse 
app reviews for requirements engineering purposes, with the 
following frequency: (i) requirements elicitation ( 30% ), (ii) 
requirements prioritisation ( 10% ), (iii) validation by users 
( 11% ). Our study positions in group (iii) as it contributes to 
investigate how to support the exploitation of online user 
feedback for requirements validation and evolution.

In [5], the use of explicit feedback in app stores is inves-
tigated with the purpose of understanding how it can influ-
ence the behaviour of practitioners in different software 
engineering tasks and what are the main objectives behind 
feedback analysis. The authors conducted a set of interviews 
and administered a questionnaire to elicit this information 
directly from app developers. The main results show that 
the majority of the practitioners analyse user feedback to 
validate and elicit new requirements to support alpha/beta 
testing of the apps, and to maintain and evolve the apps. 

Moreover, the activities for the validation and evolution of 
the app are strongly influenced by the directions emerging 
from the feedback. A difficulty expressed by the developers 
has been that of extracting useful information from the feed-
back because of its high volume and sometimes high degree 
of noise, so expressing the need of methods for feedback 
management and analysis. Similarly, in our study we inves-
tigate how practitioners can leverage user feedback for the 
purpose of software requirements validation and evolution, 
but in the context of an action research study. Differently 
from [5], we also propose a method to be used at design 
time for identifying what user feedback can help assess the 
satisfaction of specific requirement goals.

Combining implicit and explicit user feedback analyses 
for requirements engineering purposes has also been inves-
tigated, e.g. [25], as well as the possibility to consider as 
implicit user feedback other data about the user, such as 
multisensorial and physiological data of the users that can 
be collected through monitoring mechanisms [26].

In our research, we focus on how to specify what online 
user feedback to collect and analyse for a requirements 
engineering purpose, namely requirements validation and 
evolution.

3  The GO+GQM method

The proposed approach aims at supporting the elicitation 
and specification of requirements for user feedback collec-
tion and analysis (UF requirements for short) for the pur-
pose of requirements validation and evolution in a DDRE 
approach. Key steps of the method are depicted in Fig. 1. 
Given a Goal-Oriented (GO) model of the requirements of 
the software application at interest (step 1. in Fig. 1), the 
development team can identify which requirements could 
be evaluated thanks to the analysis of user feedback to be 
collected upon deployment of the software application. Fol-
lowing the GO+GQM method a GQM model is built in this 
step. The evaluation goal for a given requirements of the 
software application is stated first, then questions that should 
be answered in order to satisfy the evaluation goal are identi-
fied. Appropriate metrics based on user feedback are stated 
along with indicators and indicator levels that help identify 
the success and quality in answering the associated question. 
Such UF requirements will be then operationalised via the 
selection and/or configuration of suitable feedback gathering 
and analysis tools such as those described in [25].

UF requirements specification can be done together with 
the specification of functional and non-functional require-
ments of the software application under consideration sup-
porting their evolution during the application life-cycle. 
In the rest of the section an illustrative example is pre-
sented first, then a meta-model of the basic concepts of the 

1 That is textual feedback associated with a star rating that app users 
can provide through App store channels.
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approach and a description of how the method can integrate 
with development tasks are given.

3.1  Illustrative example

To introduce the proposed approach, we use an illustra-
tive example taken from apps for home energy efficiency 
management2. Users of such apps usually aim at contrib-
uting to sustainable energy usage. Typical features offered 
by these apps aim at meeting three types of users’ goals: 
(1) reduce energy consumption costs; (2) configure home 
utilities operation; and (3) configure utility monitors. An 
excerpt from the apps requirements corresponding to these 
user needs is depicted in Fig. 2, right side. The goal model 
refers to the requirement goal RG1, Enable end-users to 
monitor and analyse their energy consumption, that is fur-
ther AND-decomposed into the three subgoals RG1.1, utility 
added/removed, RG1.2, utility status monitored, and RG1.3, 
target demand & action configured. The tasks implementing 
the three subgoals are T1.1, Add/remove utility monitor (for 
RG1.1), T1.2a, visualise utility monitor status and T1.2b, 
query utility status (for RG1.2), T1.3a, select utility, and 
T1.3b, set target & action (for RG1.3).

Besides the users, the app developer and the domain 
expert are key stakeholders for building a successful app. 
We consider RG1.3 from the goal model in the right side of 
Fig. 2 taking the perspective of the practitioners and apply-
ing GQM (see the left side of the same figure).

The left side depicts a goal EG1 and its associated ques-
tions (Q1-EG1, Q2-EG1, Q3-EG1) to be answered while the 
app is in use, that is, via the analysis of its logs or by ana-
lysing users’ feedback upon their usage of the app. Specifi-
cally, to reply question Q1-EG1, implicit feedback obtained 
via suitable logs is needed, while to answer the questions 
Q2-EG1 and Q3-EG1 explicit user feedback channels need 
to be adopted.

The related metrics are defined by looking at the detailed 
requirements in the requirements model. The measures con-
sidered to respond to Q1-EG1 are M1, average # of utility 
selection in a time period and M2, average # of target + 
action setting in a time period. The two measures have their 
associated indicators and indicators levels I1 (% of selec-
tion of utility) and I2 (target + action) with levels 30% and 
40%, respectively. Similar considerations can be done for 
the Measures M3 and M4 and related indicators I3 and I4 
for the explicit feedback.

The bottom part of Fig. 2 shows an excerpt from the con-
nections between the measures in GQM and the goals and 
tasks in the goal model. Specifically, the measure M1 evalu-
ates the goal RG1.3 by providing measurements on the app 
functionality corresponding to the task T1.3a that operation-
alises the goal via the means-ends relationship.

3.2  Meta‑model

Figure 3 depicts the meta-model of the GO+GQM method, 
which is composed of three main parts: the left part con-
cerns the concepts taken from GQM and is related to the 

Fig. 1  Key steps of the GO+GQM method. An illustrative example is given in Sect. 3.1

2 In particular, we inspire to the software application used in [27].
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Fig. 2  Excerpt from the requirements model (right side). GQM applied to the requirement goal RG1.3 (left side). The connection between the 
measure M1 and the goal RG1.3 and the task T1.3a (at the bottom)

Fig. 3  The metamodel: on top, in green, the concepts that are com-
mon to Tropos  [15] and GQM [14], on the left, in orange, the con-
cepts from the GQM approach, on the right, in blue, the concept from 

an excerpt of the Tropos metamodel, in the middle the concepts from 
the business intelligence approach from Barone et al. [10]
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Experience Factory level as introduced in [11], the right part 
is related to the TROPOS goal-oriented methodology [15] 
and refers to the Requirements Engineering level, the bottom 
part represents the Indicator and Indicator level concepts 
proposed by the business intelligence approach presented in 
Barone et al. [10]. The concepts of Actor and Goal, reported 
in green, are shared by GQM and TROPOS. The choice of 
the three methodologies is motivated by the presence of 
concepts in the respective meta-models that can be inter-
connected. These meta-models can be easily composed in a 
coherent framework for the representation of both the system 
goals and the metrics for the monitoring of the satisfaction 
of the goals themselves.

Considering the right part of the meta-model, the con-
cepts of Actor, Goal, Task are the concepts that in TROPOS 
allow to describe the domain of a given organisation and 
in particular the network of actors, their goals and the pro-
cesses that characterise the way the goals are accomplished 
in the organisation. This part describes the instruments a 
Requirements Engineer may use to analyse and describe 
the user requirements or the requirements of the software 
system.

The left part of the meta-model describes the concepts 
related to the GQM framework that are used to build and 
evolve the model of requirements (the Experience Factory 
level as introduced in [11]). As observed above, also in this 
part of the meta-model the concepts of Actor and Goal are 
present. The Goal is characterised by a perspective (the goal 
belongs to an actor) and by three aspects: Purpose, Issue, 
Object. The three aspects describe a quality (the Issue), the 
change that would be produced on this Issue (the Purpose) 

and the Object to which the Issue applies [11]. For instance, 
considering the evaluation goal EG1 in Fig. 2, we have that 
“validate” is the Purpose, “right” is the Issue, requirement 
RG1.3 is the Object.

The other concepts in the meta-model are the Question 
and Metric that describe the other two pillars of the GQM 
framework. Question evaluates a Goal, while the Metric is 
the way one or more Questions are measured. Moreover, 
the Metric evaluates the Goal and measures the Task in the 
Requirements Engineering level, so being a bridge between 
the two parts of the meta-model.

Finally, the concepts of Indicator and Indicator Level 
provide concrete definitions for Metric. The Indicator level 
represents the threshold that determines whether a metric in 
a GQM path gets a meaningful value, according to a given 
indicator. Looking at the example depicted Fig. 2, the Indi-
cator “I3: % of positive user reviews” provides a concrete 
way to define the metric “M3: # positive user reviews”, that 
refers to RG1.3 in the example. The Indicator level related 
to I3 specifies that if the % of positive user review is greater 
than 40% we can answer positively to the question about the 
users being happy with the App for monitoring and analys-
ing energy consumption.

3.3  User feedback requirements specification 
and related tasks

Figure 4 shows an overview of a possible process that inte-
grates the activities and artefacts related to the analysis of 
the requirements for user feedback gathering. The process 
is inspired to the TROPOS development process [28] that 

Fig. 4  The envisioned process with new tasks and artefacts highlighted in red
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has been enriched with activities concerning the system-
atic identification of requirements for user feedback analy-
sis. The new activities and related artefacts are reported in 
red. We distinguish between design-time and post-deploy-
ment (run-time) tasks. At design-time, during the Early 
requirements activity the key stakeholders are identified 
together with their main goals and tasks as well as the 
alternative ways goals and tasks can be decomposed [15]. 
The subsequent late requirements activity consists in the 
specification of functional and quality requirements of the 
intended software application or service. In parallel with 
those activities the process includes a new activity, namely 
Goal Question Metrics analysis, that aims to define met-
rics, related indicators, and corresponding range of val-
ues (indicator values), which will help to assess to what 
extent the running application achieves the stakeholders’ 
goals [11]. At deployment / run-time, once the software 
application has been deployed on a platform instrumented 
with data collection and analysis mechanisms and it is 
accessed by its intended users, two tasks can be performed, 
namely Requirements validation and Requirements evo-
lution. Concerning Requirements validation, the imple-
mented mechanisms for data collection and analysis can 
help requirements engineers to evaluate if (and to what 
extent) the software application meets the stakeholders’ 
goals and, in addition, to validate knowledge used to 
define the data collection and analysis requirements, as for 
instance value ranges of the indicators used in the metrics 
for goal assessment. As for requirements evolution, fea-
ture change requests can be collected through explicit user 
feedback and ideas for new requirements that can emerge 
by the analysis of session logs. Moreover, we also fore-
see the possibility of eliciting ideas for new metrics from 
implicit user feedback, e.g. by aggregating indicators or by 
leveraging on process mining techniques. This information 
can then be reported to the design phase in order to evolve 
the metrics and the requirements of the system.

4  Research goal and design

We performed an action research study [7, 8] with the 
aim to investigate how to support practitioners’ decisions 
about what type of online user feedback to collect and 
for what purpose. The following research questions were 
guiding us:

– RQ1: Is online user feedback collected by practitioners? 
What type?,

– RQ2: When is it decided what user feedback to collect? 
For what purpose?, and

– RQ3: How is it decided what user feedback to collect and 
analyse? Is a systematic approach needed?

Since a method for specifying UF requirements (namely the 
GO+GQM method) was defined, as additional question we 
considered:

– RQ4: How effective and efficient is the GO+GQM method 
as perceived by practitioners? Will practitioners adopt 
this method?

We took them into account when formulating specific diag-
nosis’ goals and planning corresponding actions in the dif-
ferent study’s cycles.

In the rest of this section, we first describe the context 
of our action research. An overview of the action research 
study that has been performed along the four cycles is then 
presented, followed by a description of the Quality in Use  
model that we adopted in the last cycle of the action research 
study.

4.1  Research context

Delta Informatica is a small-medium enterprise that devel-
oped a platform called ELEVATE for the creation of inter-
active, multi-media exercises that we call IMM exercises 
for short. IMM exercises can be used in online adult train-
ing as a complement to traditional in-presence training; the 
ELEVATE platform also manages the related online educa-
tion sessions. The structure of an IMM exercise is a directed 
graph, as depicted in Fig. 5 (left side). It may contain cycles. 
Multi-media content, e.g. video clips or text describing a 
step in a procedure to be learned, can be associated with 
each node of the graph. The edges outgoing from a node 
represent choices that are offered to a trainee, and that cor-
respond to decisions to be taken to progress in performing 
the procedure. Indeed, the destination of an edge is the point 
from which the training story will resume if the trainee takes 
that choice. While exploring an IMM exercise, the trainee 
can experience the effect of a wrong action/choice, by end-
ing in a so-called failure node. When all the right actions/
choices in a procedure are taken, the trainee reaches a suc-
cess end-node.

The two key components of the ELEVATE platform are 
depicted in Fig. 5 (green colour). The exercise design tool 
(EDT) is used by a so-called instructional designer to create 
the exercise structure. The instructional designer can access 
multi-media resources or tools to create contents for each 
exercise’s node. The management tool (EMT) allows to col-
lect session logs and to produce learning analytics; it can 
be integrated with a learning management system (LMS), 
which is accessed by trainees attending online courses. 
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A more detailed description of the platform can be found 
in [29].

Between March 2019 and June 2020, researchers of the 
Software Engineering (SE) research unit in Fondazione 
Bruno Kessler (FBK) were formally involved in the ELE-
VATE project. Among the objectives of this collaboration 
were that of defining a methodology for the production of 
IMM exercises with the ELEVATE platform and that of 
identifying techniques to enable personalisation of a train-
ing session on the basis of trainee’s characteristics. The 
profiles of the project team members are summarised in 
Table 1. The Delta Informatica team included three junior 
developers (between 2 and 4 years of work experience) who 
were assigned specific tasks in the platform development; 
see JD1, JD2, JD3 in Table 1. They were coordinated by a 
10-year experienced developer (SD) with the help of a con-
sultant, expert on agent-based technology and virtual real-
ity technology who was the main ideator of the ELEVATE 
project (SC), and of a project manager. Two senior research-
ers (SR1, SR2) and one technologist (JT1) were part of the 
FBK team working in the ELEVATE project. The action 
research study presented in this paper has been conducted 
in the period October 2020–May 2021. As indicated in the 

last column of Table 1, all the participants to this study, apart 
one, were members of the team working for the ELEVATE 
project, thus they knew the ELEVATE platform and the type 
of intended customers.

4.1.1  The ELEVATE‑COVID19 software application

During the state of emergency for the first wave of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the local government of the Provincia 
Autonoma di Trento, Italy (PAT for short) needed a way to 
regularly inform citizens (more than half a million inhabit-
ants) about the prudent and legally permitted behaviours 
to follow and those that did not comply with health advice 
and norms. Citizens struggled to know what was allowed 
and what was not, even if they were strongly motivated to 
follow the rules because they wanted, for example, (i) to 
behave in a responsible way, thus contributing to mitigate 
the risk of crisis for the healthcare system; (ii) to avoid risky 
behaviours for their own and family’s health; (iii) to avoid 
being fined. Browsing through cryptic and lengthy regula-
tions looking for clues concerning a specific topic can be a 
tedious and difficult process, and people often preferred to 

Fig. 5  Structure of an ELE-
VATE IMM exercise (left 
side); Key components of the 
ELEVATE platform (green 
colour, right side) (colour figure 
online)

Table 1  Members of team of 
the ELEVATE project and of 
the 4-cycle Action Research 
study

ID Profile ELEVATE 
project

Action study research

PM Delta Informatica project manager Yes No
SC Senior consultant (30-year experience) Yes Yes, all cycles
SD Delta Informatica Senior developer who coordinated the 

development of the ELEVATE platform (10-year experi-
ence)

Yes Yes, cycles c1, c3, c4

JD1 Delta Informatica Junior developer (4-year experience) Yes Yes, all cycles
JD2 Delta Informatica Junior developer (2-year experience) Yes Yes, cycle c4
JD3 Delta Informatica Junior developer (3-year experience) Yes Yes, cycle c4
SR1 Senior researcher of the SE research unit at FBK Yes Yes, all cycles
SR2 Senior researcher of the SE research unit at FBK Yes Yes, all cycles
JT1 Junior technologist of the SE research unit at FBK Yes Yes, cycle c4
SD-ext Senior Developer of another company (7-year experience) No Yes, cycle c4
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interact directly with a PAT helpdesk via telephone even for 
the simplest questions.

To lighten the workload of the helpdesk call centre, PAT 
asked Delta Informatica to set up a Web-based system for 
accessing the information contained in the guidelines in 
an immediate and interactive manner. For each guideline, 
a detailed description of the allowed behaviours was pro-
duced; each of the latter was then associated with a refer-
ence category (e.g. Sports and outdoor activities) and to 
additional keywords. Web users could search by category 
or by keywords, similar to what happens in search engines. 
In many cases, text-based guidelines were accompanied by 
infographics and exercises carried out with the ELEVATE 
platform. As mentioned above, ELEVATE is primarily used 
for creating IMM exercises to be embedded into online train-
ing courses as mechanism to test and enforce knowledge. 
However, an IMM exercise can be used also as a commu-
nication tool that allows its user to explore scenarios. The 
COVID-19 exercises asked simple questions such as Do you 
have to use public transport to reach your destination? and 
showed a set of predefined answers to choose from. The 
exercises proposed alternative scenarios based on how the 
story progressed, ending when these led to situations of 
either correct or discouraged (if not prohibited) behaviours. 
The user was free to repeat any exercise and try different 
options.

Exercises were created and made available according to 
this workflow: 

1. Production of multimedia contents by the PAT press 
office team (mainly infographics with guidelines to be 
followed);

2. Exercise design by the team of Delta Informatica, acting 
as software platform consultants for PAT;

3. Approval of the exercises by a domain expert, member 
of the PAT press office;

4. Exercises deployment—Delta Informatica also provided 
the hosting services for all ELEVATE components, 
while exercises were linked from the COVID-dedicated 
Web site of PAT;

5. Access by citizens to the online material and collection 
of usage data;

6. Analysis of the data collected via the EMT component 
of the ELEVATE platform, by both PAT and Delta Infor-
matica.

The ELEVATE IMM exercises allowed to organise informa-
tion so that only the relevant parts of the COVID-19 direc-
tives were progressively offered to the user, leading to sim-
plicity and greater engagement compared to the sequential 
reading of norms written in legal language. Indeed, positive 
feedback on the exercises was informally collected both from 
users and from the press office of the local government.

Months after, the Delta Informatica team involved the 
FBK team to investigate if the positive feedback about the 
ELEVATE-Covid19 application could have been confirmed 
by the data made available directly from the EMT compo-
nent of the ELEVATE platform. This motivated the action 
research study we present in this paper, and more specifically 
contributed to the identification of the diagnosis’ goals for 
the first cycle.

4.2  Action research study

Table 2 summarises design aspects about each cycle such as 
diagnosis’s goals and actions we planned to perform with the 
purpose to address them. Main goals in the first cycle regard 
extracting information from the practitioners’ experience in 
the ELEVATE-Covid19 project to answer questions about 

Table 2  Action research study: diagnosing and planning

Cycle Diagnosis Action planning

c1 Did practitioners collect user feedback? What Type? How? Did 
they analyse it? Did practitioners specify UF requirements? 
When in the software development process? How?

We planned a meeting of researchers and practitioners. We proposed 
to use a shared document where practitioners were asked to write 
down their experience in the ELEVATE-Covid19 project.

c2 Which available techniques can be used to define a systematic 
approach for UF requirements elicitation and analysis?

We planned to look at research literature on user-feedback in RE to 
select or identify a method for UF requirements, and to perform a 
preliminary evaluation of such method by applying it to examples 
taken from the ELEVATE-Covid19 application.

c3 Is the GO+GQM method applicable to other case studies, in differ-
ent application domains?

We planned to: perform another industrial evaluation on a differ-
ent company’s project; Identify the team of practitioners who 
could try to apply it and instruct practitioners about the method. 
Designed an interview for Delta Informatica customers (users of 
the ELEVATE platform).

c4 Is the GO+GQM method effective for identifying UF require-
ments? What’s the practitioner’s perception about efficiency and 
acceptance of the GO+GQM method?

We designed a survey and a 15’ video tutorial about the GO+GQM 
method. Target subjects: practitioners.
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the online user feedback that has been collected. Moreover, 
we wanted to investigate how practitioners decided about 
what user feedback to collect, and for what purpose. That 
is research questions RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 are considered in 
cycle 1. Actions for addressing these goals include meeting 
project’s team members, and setting up a shared document 
to enable collaborative writing to document answers to the 
proposed questions.

The goal of the second cycle was motivated by lessons 
learned from the first cycle. It concerns the identification of 
a systematic approach for the definition of what online user 
feedback to collect during the usage of an application, with 
the purpose to validate project’s goals and software applica-
tion requirements. Correspondingly we planned to perform 
an analysis of research literature about online user feedback 
in Requirements Engineering. The identified method should 
have been tested on examples taken from the ELEVATE-
Covid19 project.

The main goal in the third cycle concerns the assess-
ment of the applicability of the proposed method for UF 
requirements specification. For this purpose, we planned to 
identify a different project for which the Delta Informatica 
team was using the ELEVATE platform and to apply the 
method to both company’s projects in an extensive way. 
We also designed an interview to be executed with cus-
tomers of Delta Informatica willing to use the ELEVATE 
platform.

The goal of the fourth cycle concerns the assessment of 
effectiveness, efficiency and acceptance of the GO+GQM 
method. That is the research question RQ4 is considered 
in this cycle. To address it, we defined the Quality-in-use 
model described in Sect. 4.3, with appropriate metrics, and 
planned to design and execute a survey.

A description of how we executed the planned activi-
ties, what artefacts we used for evaluation, and the lessons 
learnt by researchers and practitioners are discussed in 
Sect. 5.

4.3  Quality in use model

With the aim to evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency and 
acceptance of the GO+GQM method, as perceived by prac-
titioners, we used a quality-in-use assessment model [30] 
as shown in Fig. 6.

Three main quality aspects are considered, namely Effec-
tiveness, Efficiency and Acceptance. The metric we defined 
for evaluating Effectiveness is the number of UF require-
ments that help assess a requirement goal, which are defined 
by applying the method. This number is determined by the 
variety of questions that are derived from an evaluation goal, 
and by the number of indicators that are associated with 
these questions. The number of indicators gives an account 
of the degree of coverage of the questions derived from an 
evaluation goal. For Efficiency and Acceptance, we are inter-
ested in understanding the practitioners perspective, upon 
having used the method. For this purpose, we designed a 
questionnaire that we administered to practitioners. Ques-
tions like Using the GO+GQM method will allow me to 
specify what user feedback to collect more quickly (than 
without it) and Using the GO+GQM method will allow me to 
specify what user feedback to collect more effectively (than 
without it) are used to assess perceived efficiency. Questions 
like It is clear how and for what purpose to use GO+GQM 
and I will adopt the GO+GQM to specify what user feed-
back to collect and for which purpose are used to assess if 

Fig. 6  Adopted quality-in-use model, and excerpt of the Questionnaire (question, type)
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practitioners believe the method can be adopted (i.e. Accept-
ance). The full list of questions is shown in Fig. 6.

5  Action research execution and results

In this section, we focus on the evaluation and learning tasks 
we performed upon executing the activity that we planned 
for each cycle of the action research study. An overview is 
given in Table 3.

5.1  Cycle 1

Following the activities that we planned to address the 
goals of the first cycle, we held a virtual meeting on Octo-
ber 6, 2020. As a follow up to this meeting we decided to 
set up a shared document where main facts and excerpts of 
project artefacts that should have been evaluated to address 
the diagnosis’s goals were reported by two practitioners 
(referred as JD1 and SD in Table 1).

Evaluating:  Requirements artefacts for the ELEVATE-
Covid19 project are included in a vision document stat-
ing the key objective of the project, i.e. COVID 19 rules 
dissemination and understanding by citizens. Excerpts of 
log data collected with the EMT tool during the use of 
the application in May 2020 were described in the shared 
document and used for this first evaluation. They are data 
about the user behaviour, such as the speed of execution or 
the ability to follow the correct paths of an exercise. These 
data help to assess the achievement of predefined educa-
tional objectives. In training, this data are used to evaluate 
the performance of individuals and groups of students, and 
allows to tune the exercises e.g. by making situations harder 
or easier to interpret and by offering alternatives to follow. 
Unfortunately, while these data give us a very precise pic-
ture of the interests of the ELEVATE-Covid19 ’s users (for 
instance, how many took a certain path within an exercise, 
revealing to be interested to specific situations), they do not 
allow to answer a few basic questions: (i) Did users find the 
information they were looking for? (ii) Overall, was using 
the exercise a positive or a negative experience? (iii) Are 
there extensions or improvements of the ELEVATE-Covid19 
application we should consider after looking at the users’ 
behaviours? Indeed, the main metrics available at that time 
from EMT reflect the perspective of a teacher who has edu-
cational objectives to satisfy and thus need to make sure that 
students have successfully followed certain paths and that 
the interactive experience they had is translated in perma-
nent knowledge applicable to real-life situations.

Learning:  It was not considered from start how to exploit 
user feedback to assess the satisfaction of project (stake-
holders) goals or software requirements. Whether specific 
usage data should have been collected in order to evaluate 

the achievement of project’s strategic goals or software 
requirements was not discussed at design time. The “usual” 
log data, according to the basic configuration of the e-train-
ing platform were collected. As an after-thought, it would 
have been easy to extend the exercises to collect feedback 
concerning the questions mentioned above. Even better, it 
would have been technically feasible to instrument the plat-
form to collect that feedback by default, e.g. asking for a 
simple rating at the end of a run. Practitioners got aware 
that a systematic method for UF requirements elicitation 
and specification should be adopted at design time. Input to 
next cycle: researchers got motivated to analyse literature on 
online user feedback to search for suitable methods to guide 
practitioners to identify what user feedback could be useful 
to assess specific feature of a software application, which 
are linked to a stakeholder’s goal, and specifically to set-up 
indicators and indicator levels to measure goal satisfaction.

5.2  Cycle 2

In our literature analysis we mainly found techniques for 
mining user reviews for RE purposes. Only a few works 
focus on approaches that combine the analysis of implicit 
and explicit user feedback. Concerning approaches for the 
exploitation of implicit user feedback for assessment pur-
poses we found work in Business Process and Business 
Intelligence. We shortly recall these research works in 
Sect. 2. We found that relevant approaches that guide data 
collection for goal assessment in software project rests on 
GQM [11] and its extension.

Evaluating:  This motivated our proposal of the 
GO+GQM method described in Sect. 3, which we evaluated 
on one example taken from the ELEVATE-Covid19 applica-
tion, as reported in [13].

Learning:  Contemporary literature analysis, e.g.  [24], 
and a more focused analysis conducted by the researchers 
on methods for identifying and specifying UF requirements 
pointed out the lack of suitable methods for UF require-
ments specification. Researchers considered to use basic 
approaches for assessing software development projects 
(i.e. GQM). This led to the proposal of the GO+GQM 
method presented in Sect. 3. The preliminary application 
of the GO+GQM method to the ELEVATE-Covid19 pro-
ject provided evidence to both researchers and practitioners 
about the method applicability. Input to next cycle: This 
motivated us to perform a third cycle in our action research 
study, with the aim to consolidate the GO+GQM method 
and to apply it in two different projects with the purpose of 
evaluating its applicability.
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5.3  Cycle 3

In this cycle the GO+GQM method was applied to two dif-
ferent industrial projects. The first is the same project used 
in cycle 2, namely the ELEVATE-Covid19 project, in which 
the ELEVATE platform is used for mass communication 
purposes. The second concerns the use of the ELEVATE 
platform for training purposes. The method was applied 
by the project teams, and then discussed and revised with 
researchers. In the rest of this section we present results from 
the application of the GO+GQM method to these two case 
studies. We then conclude the section recalling main lessons 
learnt in this cycle.

5.3.1  Industrial evaluation 1

The team of Delta Informatica involved in the ELEVATE-
Covid19 project performed a post-mortem analysis and 
applied the proposed method. Some of the identified metrics 
were already implemented in the EMT tool. The data col-
lected with those metrics are analysed to get evidence of the 
usefulness of the specified UF requirements, for the purpose 
of validating key requirements of the ELEVATE-Covid19 
software application.

UF  requirements specification:  GQM is applied for 
specifying requirements for data collection and analysis, 
considering a key stakeholder in the ELEVATE-Covid19 
project, namely PAT, and its main goals New rules commu-
nicated to Citizens and Incoming calls reduced. These two 
goals motivated the development of the ELEVATE-Covid19 
software application with a main requirement-goal RG1: 
COVID19-rules learnt via IMM exercise, as depicted in the 
excerpt of the requirements model in Fig. 7.

The GQM-based approach is applied to validate the 
requirements goal RG1, thus defining the evaluation goal 
EG1 that can be stated as illustrated in Table 4.

The GQM for the evaluation goal EG1 is depicted in 
Fig. 8. The questions Q1: Are the citizens aware of the tool 
and interested in it?, Q2: Do citizens find the tool useful? 
and Q3: Do the citizens succeed in finding the information 
they need? have been associated with EG1. Corresponding 
identified metrics are the following:

– M1, which counts the number of citizens who access an 
IMM exercise, in a given time period. The indicator asso-
ciated with this metric, I1, is defined as % of accesses to 
the IMM exercises over all the accesses to the COVID-19 
application, including search by keywords;

Fig. 7  Requirement goal model in TROPOS notation
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– M2, which counts the number of citizens who completed 
the accessed exercise. The indicator associated with this 
metric, I2, is defined as the % of exercises that have been 
completed.

Note that each metric contributes to answering the associ-
ated question; being able to collect data on both can help to 
have a more complete answer. Indicator levels are defined 
depending on the specific question and on the project’s 
maturity. In the considered case, 55% of accesses or more 
is regarded a positive answer to Q1, while for the second 
metric, more than 60% exercise completed can reinforce the 
positive answer to Q1.

Two other questions have been associated with EG1, 
namely Q2: Do the citizens find the tool useful? and Q3: Do 
the citizens succeed in finding the information they need?. 
Three metrics have been identified to answer Q2, including 
M3 that corresponds to a requirement for explicit feedback, 
such as textual user reviews or emoticons. M4 (average time 
spent on an exercise path, from start to end node), and M5 
(number of citizens who completed the exercise reaching a 
successful node, i.e. a path that transverse correct decisions). 
Concerning Q3, the metric M6, measuring the load of the 
PAT helpdesk, has been identified in addition to M3 and M5.

Results from the metrics resting on the logs already avail-
able in the ELEVATE platform are discussed in Sect. 5.3.1.

GQM has been applied also in relation to the goal Incom-
ing calls reduced of the stakeholder PAT’s communication 
department. This evaluation goal EG2 has been defined as 
in Table 5.

The question derived from EG2 is How much has the 
help-desk load been reduced, and to answer it, in addition 
to M6, the metric M7: average time spent on a citizen call/
topic was identified. Both metrics would be measured on 
the PAT help-desk service; data are not available for our 
analysis.

UF requirements validation For the purposes of this 
paper, we consider IMM exercises that were created for dis-
seminating COVID-19 rules. They concerned the following 
topics:

– Sports and outdoor activities. In short, sports could only 
be carried out individually and, for non-professional ath-

Fig. 8  GQM analysis for online feedback requirements specification (Industrial evaluation 1)

Table 4  The evaluation goal 
EG1 (Industrial evaluation 1) [Description] EG1: Validate if the requirement RG1: COVID19-rules learnt via 

IMM-exercise meets citizen’s needs
[Purpose] Requirements validation
[Perspective] Requirements engineer
[Object] RG1: COVID19-rules learnt via IMM-exercise meets citizen’s needs
[Issue] Requirement validity

Table 5  The evaluation goal EG2 (industrial evaluation 1)

[Description] EG2: Validate if the goal “Incoming calls 
reduced” is met thanks to the ELEVATE-
COVID19 web-app

[Purpose] Requirements validation
[Perspective] Requirements engineer
[Object] G: “Incoming call reduced”
[Issue] Goal satisfaction
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letes, only outdoors. Moreover, sporting activity outside 
the region was not allowed, and the use of a mask was 
mandatory during sports activities only in the presence 
of other people.

– Use of protection equipment. Mandatory use of the mask 
throughout the region both outdoors and in closed places 
accessible to the public.

– Travelling. Travel within the region was only allowed for 
reasons of health, work, necessity or visits to relatives.

These exercises were published when the accumulation of 
new norms and the loosening of previous ones created a 
sometimes confusing situation. Specifically, the key con-
cepts of the three exercises were extrapolated from an ordi-
nance, issued by the local government, which came into 
force on May 4, 2020. Their availability was advertised by 
means of press releases to local media on the day they were 
put online.

Usage data were collected up to May 18, the day on which 
a further ordinance entered into force which led to a substan-
tial easing of the restrictions in effect up to that moment. 
We focus on the online user feedback specifications defined 
a posteriori through the GQM model of the evaluation goal 
EG1 (Fig. 8).

Table 6 shows the number of citizens who have accessed 
each exercise (metric M1), and the number of citizens who 
have completed it (metric M2). Table 7 reports the average 
time (in seconds) spent by citizen on an exercise (M4). This 
average is computed on path of different lengths, e.g. path 
that can lead to an error end-node in two action/choices, and 
paths that can include four or five action/choices leading to 
a successful end-node. Moreover, the number of citizens 
who have completed an exercise with a positive outcome 
(M5), and the percentage of successfully completed exer-
cises (indicator I5) are reported.

According to the metrics M1, M2, M5, and corresponding 
indicators and indicator-levels, question Q1 and Q2 associ-
ated with the evaluation goal EG1 seem to be well satisfied. 
The application of GQM allowed to specify a requirement 
for collecting explicit user feedback (motivated by M3) and 
other requirements for implicit feedback in terms of new 
data to be logged, i.e. exercise path length completed by a 

citizen to be combined with the time spent for completing 
the exercise when computing the indicator I4.

5.3.2  Industrial evaluation 2

ELEVATE-Tu Sei focused on the creation of emergency 
training exercises. The project was performed in collabo-
ration with a company specialised in Emergency Manage-
ment and Training (EMT), SEA Srl (Trento, Italy), and a 
high school class, 4A of Liceo Scientifico Galileo Galilei 
(Trento), participating as extra-curricular activity during the 
2020/2021 academic year. For ELEVATE, the purpose of 
the project was twofold: demonstrating the usability of the 
development tool for non-specialists; and, creating examples 
in an application domain of great interest. SEA wanted to 
study the feasibility of moving part of their training offering 
to an online platform.

To this end, one of SEA’s training expert selected two 
scenarios requiring fire management and people evacuation 
from a scholastic building. He created two storyboards, in 
the form of a set of possible actions. The correctness or 
erroneousness of selecting an action was represented as a 
score (positive or negative), following a gamified approach; 
some led to either positive or negative endings (i.e. properly 
handled situations vs disasters with victims). The trainees 
should play roles with specific responsibilities in case of 
emergencies (janitors, lab technicians) and choose the proper 
actions in the right sequence.

Transformation of these storyboards into ELEVATE exer-
cises was left to the high school students. This implied an 
analysis to extrapolate training objectives and the unfolding 
of the steps into a graph of situations and choices, whose 
traversal progressively allows the achievement of objectives 
until a final node is reached, possibly a failure one in case of 
errors. For instance, a situation concerned a fire alarm; the 
trainee had to identify its origin (a lab, in this case) by look-
ing at the alarm board, check the room on fire for victims, 
properly handle windows to disperse smoke, make sure that 
people went to safety areas and finally call firefighters. Once 

Table 6  Values of metrics considered for the EG1 validation, Q1

Exercise name Time window M1 M2 I2

Sports and outdoor activities 07/05–18/05 608 412 67.76%
Use of protection equipment 07/05–18/05 243 151 62.14%
Travelling (first version) 07/05–13/05 2139 1291 60.36%
Travelling (second version) 13/05–15/05 254 159 62.60%
Travelling (third version) 15/05–18/05 356 249 69.94%

Table 7  Values of metrics considered for the EG1 validation, Q2 and 
Q3

Exercise name Time window M4 (seconds) M5 I5

Sports and outdoor 
activities

07/05–18/05 19.4 340 83%

Use of protection equip-
ment

07/05–18/05 17.3 118 78%

Travelling (first version) 07/05–13/05 24.6 1228 95%
Travelling (second ver-

sion)
13/05–15/05 25.4 145 91%

Travelling (third version) 15/05–18/05 24.1 211 85%
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the exercise structure was built, students recorded video 
fragments in their own school.

UF  Requirements Specification: As mentioned, Tu Sei 
was a pilot study whose design was done by a domain 
expert (SEA) and its implementation left to school stu-
dents. That notwithstanding, the discussions between the 
ELEVATE development team and the domain expert led to 
the identification of a number of stakeholders and require-
ments common to most expected uses of ELEVATE as 
e-learning tool. Table 8 summarises a few requirements 
goals relevant to this paper. On one side, the Teacher or 
domain expert is responsible for the type and quality of the 
content of a set of exercises and aims at the achievement of 
relevant learning objectives by the trainees. On the other 
side, the Instructional designer, who is responsible for the 
creation of an IMM exercise, wants to ensure the exercises 
are of good quality for the targeted trainees.

Note that ELEVATE is instrumented for collecting 
the raw data required to compute a few basic metrics, 
listed later in Table 10: for instance, the number of nodes 

reached by a trainee (BM1), as well as the average of BM1 
computed on a group of trainees (called BM1ave ) or the 
number of failure nodes visited by a trainee before reach-
ing a successful end-nodes (BM3).

The GQM method was applied to define a set of evalu-
ation goals related to the requirements listed in Table 8. 
The resulting goals are reported in Table 9.

In Fig. 9 we illustrate two evaluation goals with the 
derived questions and associated metrics, which are 
defined in terms of basic metrics. For instance, metric 
M1 for Q1 is defined as (BM1(time1) − BM1(time2)) , with 
time2 > time1.

Learning:  The practitioners believe that implicit user 
feedback is a powerful resource for validating project’s goal 
and software application requirements, especially for knowl-
edge dissemination applications. In the ELEVATE-Covid19 
project, five UF requirements where identified for the pur-
pose of evaluating if the requirements goal RG1:COVID-19 
rules learnt via IMM-exercise has been achieved, and two for 
the purpose of evaluating if an important stakeholder’s goal, 

Table 8  Stakeholders and 
requirement goals

ID Stakeholder Requirement type Requirement description

RG1 Teacher Learning objective The procedure is remembered by the trainee
RG2 Teacher Learning objective The trainee is exposed to the consequences of errors at 

the right level for one’s training stage
RG3 Instructional designer Quality goal Creating exercises of the right complexity
RG4 Instructional designer Quality goal Submitting exercises to students of the appropriate level

Table 9  The EG goals for the Tu Sei industrial evaluation

[Description] EG1: Validate if the requirement [RG1: the procedure learnt via IMM-exercise is remembered by the trainee] is met
[Purpose] Learning objective assessment
[Perspective] teacher
[Object] RG1: the procedure learnt via IMM-exercise is remembered by the trainee
[Issue] Learning objective achievement
[Description] EG2: Validate if the requirement goal [RG2: The trainee is exposed to the consequences of errors at the right level 

for one’s training stage] is met
[Purpose] Learning objective assessment
[Perspective] teacher
[Object] The trainee is exposed to the consequences of errors at the right level for one’s training stage
[Issue] Learning objective achievement
[Description] EG3: Validate if the requirement goal [RG3: Creating exercises of the right complexity] is met
[Purpose] Quality assessment
[Perspective] Instructional designer
[Object] RG3: Creating exercises of the right complexity
[Issue] quality evaluation
[Description] EG4: Validate if the requirement goal [RG4: Submitting exercises to students of the appropriate level] is met
[Purpose] Quality assessment
[Perspective] Instructional designer
[Object] RG4: Submitting exercises to students of the appropriate level
[Issue] Quality evaluation
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namely PAT’s goal Incoming calls reduced, were achieved. 
Notice that only three of the seven UF requirements were 
implemented thanks to the basic configuration of the ELE-
VATE platform. The application of the GO+GQM method to 
the ELEVATE-Covid19 project provided evidence: (i) about 
the importance of considering UF requirements specifica-
tion at design time; and (ii) about the effectiveness of the 
GO+GQM method. In case of procedure training applica-
tions, practitioners report that often standard questionnaires 
for trainees are used. These questionnaires can be considered 
a type of explicit user feedback. For such type of applica-
tions, implicit user feedback can be important to test if there 
are bugs in the deployed exercise, or to get a qualitative 
assessment on how the exercise was performed by the stu-
dents. The Tu Sei project team identified four key require-
ments goals, and the Delta Informatica team members were 
able to apply GO+GQM to identify UF requirements aiming 
at providing evidences of the achievements of these goals. 
Practitioners learnt how to associate metrics and indicator 
to address questions associated with evaluation goals. Input 
to next cycle: results from the application of the method to 

the two selected projects encouraged researcher to perform 
a Quality-in-Use evaluation.

5.4  Cycle 4

In this cycle we aim at evaluating the effectiveness, effi-
ciency and acceptance by practitioners of the GO+GQM 
method. We referred to a quality-in-use assessment 
model  [30], which is shown in Fig.  6. Effectiveness is 
assessed by looking at the number of UF requirements that 
were identified in the two projects evaluated in cycle 3. This 
gives an account of the degree of coverage of the questions 
derived from the evaluation goals (output of the GQM step 
of the proposed approach).

In order to assess efficiency and acceptance of the 
GO+GQM method as perceived by practitioners, we 
designed a survey based on two questionnaires, called 
Questionnaire

1
 and Questionnaire

2
 , respectively, and a short 

videotutorial on the use of the GO+GQM method. During 
the execution of the survey, the videotutorial was proposed 
to the survey participants before Questionnaire

2
 with the aim 

to reinforce their knowledge on the method. Questionnaire
1
 

is made of three main sections. The first contains ques-
tions for characterising the subjects in terms of the roles 
they played in the software development projects, years of 
experience, number of users of the software products real-
ised in their projects. The second and third sections focus 
on explicit and implicit online user feedback, and propose 
questions related to RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3.

Questionnaire
2
 is motivated by RQ4. It proposes ques-

tions aiming at evaluating developers’ perceived efficiency 
of the method, and acceptance. An excerpt is shown in 
Fig. 6, right side.

Fig. 9  GQM analysis for online user feedback specification (Industrial evaluation  2)

Table 10  GQM for online feedback requirements specification. Basic 
metrics

Metric Id Metric

BM1 Number of failure nodes reached by a trainee
BM1ave Average of BM1 on a group of trainees
BM2 Time required to reach a success node by a trainee
BM2ave Average of BM2 on a group of trainees
BM3 Number of failure nodes reached by a trainee before an 

exercise is successfully completed
BM3ave Average of BM3 on a group of trainees
BM3′

ave
Average of BM3 computed on a homogeneous group of 

trainees
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Evaluating and Learning3

Following the adopted Quality-in-use model described 
in Sect. 4, we discuss evaluations of the Effectiveness of 
method upon its application to the two case studies, while an 
evaluation of its Efficiency and Acceptance is derived from 
the answers of six respondents to Questionnaire

2
.

5.4.1  Effectiveness

Applying the GO+GQM method in the first industrial evalu-
ation allowed to identify questions and related metrics that 
were not considered at the time the ELEVATE-Covid19 web-
application was designed. In the example depicted in Fig. 8 
two of the four additional metrics that were identified to 
answer questions associated with two evaluation goals cor-
respond to new UF requirements. Moreover, the resulting 
GQM model makes more clear the fact that the implemented 
logs can contribute only partially to the assessment of the 
evaluation goal.

The application of the method in the second industrial 
evaluation helped to specify metrics which build on basic 
log mechanisms already implemented in the ELEVATE plat-
form (basic metrics in Table 10), which can help address 
four different evaluation goals, from the perspective of two 
different key stakeholders of the project.

5.4.2  Efficiency

Among the six respondents of the Questionnaire
2
 , five are 

members of the ELEVATE team, but only two applied the 
method to the two case studies described in this paper. 
The sixth respondent is employed in another company. All 
watched a short video tutorial on the usage of the method 
and were then asked to perform an exercise before filling 
in the questionnaire. The exercise refers to the illustrative 
example presented in Sect. 3. Specifically, the exercise asks 
a subject to focus on the requirements goal Home energy 
plan advice got and to define UF requirements that could 
help validate if this goal requirement meets users’ needs 
through the analysis of the collected online user feedback. 
The subjects are asked to derive at least two questions, and 
at least one metric for one of the questions. All the respond-
ents performed the exercise properly, dedicating in average 
15 minutes (minimum time is 5 minutes, maximum is 22 
minutes). Regarding the perceived effectiveness (question 6 
and 7 in Questionnaire

2
 depicted in Fig. 6), four respondents 

agree that the method allows to specify what user feedback 
to collect more effectively (than without it), one selected the 
neutral answer, and one disagreed. Three of the respondents 
agree and the other three disagree on the statement that the 

GO+GQM method allows to specify what user feedback to 
collect more quickly than without it.

5.4.3  Acceptance

Perceived usefulness, satisfaction and trust about the method 
are collected by asking subjects to answer the first five ques-
tions of Questionnaire

2
 on a 5-likert scale, and two open 

questions.
All the six respondents find helpful to have a method that 

guide them to specify which user feedback to consider. The 
main motivation for this concerns saving time due to having 
a predefined feedback collection model rather than creating 
it from scratch for every project.

Four respondents agree that it’s clear how and for what 
purpose to use the proposed method, one response is neutral 
and one negative.

Concerning the question about adopting the GO+GQM 
method, two respondents answer positively, two are neu-
tral and two negative. Explanations given for the negative 
answers include the lack of clear guidelines and the risk to 
work on the structure of the model instead of “focusing on 
the target of the feedback itself”. Concerning the perceived 
strengths of the proposed method, a major point was related 
to the capacity of the approach to structure the design of 
user feedback gathering methods by “favouring reasoning 
and formalisation” of the feedback and by the capacity of 
the method to “clarify the relationship between project’s 
objectives and which feedback to collect, if any” so giving 
the analysts the possibility to “focus better only on feedback 
that is really useful to us”. On the other side, the weaknesses 
are mostly related to the need of becoming expert in the use 
of the approach, so requiring a learning curve to be used in 
an efficient way. Related to this point some of the subjects 
required “a good set of templates and examples for becom-
ing proficient at its use” and “guidelines on how to formal-
ise the user feedback” to avoid “leading to possibly useless 
metrics and overhead on trivial issues”. There is also an 
observation on the fact that the method is too structured (risk 
of focusing on the building of the model itself rather than 
on the concrete identification of the measures) and can slow 
down the capacity to quickly identify questions and meas-
ures. It is also important to stress the difference between 
question and metric and their use in the method, maybe by 
giving concrete examples of use in different domains and 
contexts. A final comment concerns the indicators and the 
difficulty to sometimes “define the indicator level” at the 
time of the indicator design.

All these observations are important to refine the pro-
posed method and to also plan for the set up of learning 
material to decrease the learning curve for an efficient 
exploitation of the approach.3 The link to the data repository containing results of the question-

naires is given in [31].
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6  Discussion on findings and limitations

Main findings from the post-mortem analysis of this ELE-
VATE-Covid19 project, combined with the analysis of the 
responses to Questionnaire

1
 can be summarised along our 

research questions as follows.

6.1  RQ1: Is online user feedback collected 
by practitioners? What type?

Referring to the responses in the questionnaire that subjects 
give in relation to the projects they have been involved, the 
explicit user feedback is collected in several cases. Also 
implicit user feedback is collected, as stated by 4 of the 
subjects.

Concerning the specific ELEVATE-Covid19 project, there 
was no plan to collect explicit user feedback. The EMT com-
ponent of the ELEVATE platform automatically collects 
very fine grained usage data according to its basic configu-
ration for online training applications.

6.2  RQ2: When is it decided what user feedback 
to collect? For what purpose?

From the responses it appears that in general there are two 
main phases where the decision about the use of user feed-
back is performed: during the early requirements analysis 
and, in the case of explicit feedback, during the deployment 
of the system. The purpose in both cases is mainly related 
to bug fixing and requirements elicitation, while, for the 
specific case of the explicit feedback, the purpose is also to 
collect statistics related to user acceptance.

In the specific case of ELEVATE, it was assumed that 
the available statistics were enough for the purposes of 
the ELEVATE-Covid19 information tasks. Indeed, they 
answered a number of important questions, including the 
number of distinguished users and how the exercises were 
used. Satisfaction was not considered relevant for e-learning 
nor at the time of adoption of the ELEVATE platform for 
the COVID-19 rule dissemination. It is worth noting that, 
as an outcome of this experience, a user satisfaction poll is 
now automatically performed by the engine at the end of 
any type of exercise.

6.3  RQ3: How is it decided what user feedback 
to collect and analyse? Is a systematic approach 
needed?

The responses indicate that there are different aspects to 
consider depending if we refer to explicit or implicit user 
feedback. Considering the explicit one it seems that the deci-
sion is performed in brainstorming sessions internal to the 

team that also consider the needs of the stakeholders and 
the objectives of the project. Considering the implicit one, 
it seems that the decision is based on the criticality of some 
functionalities, in order to strictly monitoring them, and on 
the need to follow the behaviour of the users to perform 
verification activities such as field testing. Finally, there was 
a general agreement about the need of a systematic method 
for planning user feedback elicitation. This finding aligns to 
results of a contemporary survey presented in [5] that con-
cerns the use of app store. That study reveals that develop-
ers use metrics made available by the app store platform to 
measure the success of an app’s release, for instance count-
ing the number of download or looking at user reviews. 
In our study, we focused on the practitioners’ interest to 
assess the success of specific feature of an app, which were 
designed to satisfy higher level requirement goals.

Focusing on the specific ELEVATE project, some of this 
feedback is very specific to the information being delivered; 
in the ELEVATE-Covid19 case, a critically missing data is 
if the users have found the information they were looking 
for. Some feedback could be collected as part of the exer-
cises themselves (e.g. for ELEVATE-Covid19, this could be 
a choice to be followed if the user desires more data on a 
specific topic), so it has to be taken into account at exercise 
design time. Without a systematic approach, the risk of for-
getting to collect important feedback is very high.

6.4  RQ4: How effective and efficient is the GO+GQM 
method, as perceived by practitioners? Will 
practitioners adopt this method?

The application of the GO+GQM method to the ELEVATE-
Covid19 project in cycle 3 of the action research study pro-
vided evidence about its effectiveness and the importance 
to use it at design time. For example, as shown in Fig. 8, 
to evaluate if the requirement goal RG1: COVID-19 rules 
learnt via IMM-exercise is achieved, the application of the 
GO+GQM method resulted into the identification of 5 met-
ric-indicators. Among these 5, only 3 correspond to log data 
that could have been collected using the basic configuration 
of the ELEVATE platform (namely those corresponding to 
M1 − I1 , M2 − I2 , and M5 − I5 in Fig. 8). We discussed 
results from the survey in a brainstorming meeting we organ-
ised at conclusion of cycle 4 of our action research, where 
two researchers (SR1, SR2) and the senior consultant (SC) 
were involved. Main conclusions the meeting participants 
agreed on are summarised here below. Overall, lessons 
learnt by the ELEVATE team in the ELEVATE-Covid19 
project increased their awareness on the usefulness of online 
user feedback for requirements validation purposes. The 
practitioners’ opinions collected with our survey about the 
adoption of the method deserved some reflection. First, it 
is important to clarify that the practitioners involved in the 
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action research study tend to work in small and flat teams 
of 2 or 3 members to implement relatively small projects. 
It is believed that in the case of more structured teams with 
roles looking after requirements, such as the product owner, 
having the opportunity to exploit online user feedback (both 
implicit and explicit) to assess the satisfaction of strategic 
goals of the project or, similarly, of users’ goals that moti-
vate user stories will be of greater interest. Further, the 
current lack of integration of the GO+GQM method into 
a tool-supported process, such as a SCRUM development 
process supported by an issue tracking system to manage the 
product backlog, could be seen as a barrier towards adopting 
the method.

6.5  Threats to validity

Conducting an action research study can be prone to several 
threats to validity [7, 8]. We took them into account during 
the design of the study as well as when analysing findings, 
as discussed here below.

6.5.1  Construct validity

The main construct validity threat which we identified con-
cerns the fact that we mostly worked with one team during 
the first two cycles of the action research (called mono-oper-
ational bias in [8]). We tried to mitigate this threat to validity 
in the following cycle, by selecting a different company’s 
project (ELEVATE-Tu Sei), which was developed by a dif-
ferent team.

6.5.2  Internal validity

Concerning internal validity, we identified as main threat the 
bias in selecting subjects involved in the planned actions. In 
particular for the action of the last cycle, based on a survey, 
we tried to mitigate this threat to validity by involving prac-
titioners outside the company, and by letting subjects to fill 
in the survey in anonymity.

6.5.3  Conclusion validity

Our study is mostly qualitative. When taking measurements, 
we paid attention to threats of low reliability of the meas-
ures them self. The application of the GO+GQM in the two 
industrial evaluations was double-checked by co-authors not 
directly involved in the application of the method. Concern-
ing the survey, before administering it to the subjects we 
performed a pilot study aiming at assessing its quality, and 
in particular the clarity of the questions.

6.5.4  External validity

Generalisability is an important threat to validity when 
performing action research. Indeed we worked with one 
company and in projects using the same software plat-
form for developing interactive video-based exercises (the 
ELEVATE platform). We tried to mitigate this threat by 
choosing two projects that involve different stakeholders 
(i.e. different requirement-goals) and different application 
domains, namely mass communication (ELEVATE-Covid19 
project) and emergency training exercises (ELEVATE-Tu 
Sei project).

7  Conclusion

This paper has presented our research on how to specify 
requirements for online user feedback collection and analy-
sis for requirements validation and evolution in the context 
of data-driven requirements engineering. We have proposed 
the GO+GQM method for the specification of such require-
ments at design time. The GO+GQM method is based on 
Goal-Question-Metric [11] and goal-oriented modelling 
(e.g. [15]).

The GO+GQM method is part of the output of the 4-cycle 
action research [8] that we presented in the paper. In the con-
text of this study, we assessed our approach on two industrial 
projects, one concerning a citizen information service for the 
COVID-19 pandemic regulations in an Italian region (the 
ELEVATE-Covid19 project), the other one a training system 
for emergency situations (ELEVATE-Tu Sei project). The 
results of these evaluations seem to be promising in terms 
of perception of the involved practitioners and have already 
influenced the development plans of the industrial partner 
involved in the studies.

As future work, we will further assess the proposed 
method by applying it to projects in different domains in 
order to verify its general applicability. We plan to perform 
experiments involving practitioners who will be asked to 
specify user feedback management requirements with the 
GO+GQM method, considering subjective metrics, such as 
perceived usefulness, as well as objective metrics, such as 
the degree of coverage of the questions derived from the 
evaluation goals associated with requirements. Moreover, 
administering the GO+GQM tutorial and the survey to a 
larger population of practitioners will help to obtain a sub-
ject sample that is statistically representative, and allow to 
improve generalisability of results.
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8  Supplementary information

The data generated with the survey conducted in this study 
are available at  [31].
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